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Vibrant debut fused with R&B, Rock, Funk and Hip-Hop with positive, insightful lyrics showcase this

song-writer soulstress on the rise. 13 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, POP: Today's Top

40 Details: Hot on the heels of Christina Aguilera, Destiny's Child and Pink comes Kitra, the most exciting

new artist to emerge from the Bay Area. From start to finish NOT JUST LUCKY is an irresistible

celebration of gutsy expression and pure charm and appeal. The splendor of Kitra's gorgeous voice

infuses the listener with her passion and energy. With squeaky-clean production and brilliant

arrangement, NOT JUST LUCKY is poised to send this hot young artist to the stars. NOT JUST LUCKY

contains 13 perfect tracks that veer seamlessly from seductive funk ("I Confess") to straight-up R&B ("No

More Running Away") and plenty of soulful balladry ("Can You Give Me What I Need"). With just the right

blend of bold confidence (especially on the sassy "What You Say") and heartfelt confessional, Kitra is

sure to relate to any listener. The key to Kitra's appeal isn't just in her vocal quality, which is top-notch,

but in her refined poise, prowess, and passion. With utter reverence for her art, she takes hold of a

melody and doesn't let go until she's good and done with it. More than just a voice, this hot new talent

stands for something and believes in the possibility of anything. KITRA is ready to make a splash beyond

her native Bay Area. Singing since before the age of 4, she has established a style of her own both

musically and personally. She lives life based on truth, love and honesty and strives to express that in the

songs she writes. KITRA'S diverse range includes Pop/Rock to R&B, Hip Hop, and Jazz. Whether it's a

funky danceable beat or smooth, sultry ballad, KITRA takes charge of numerous eclectic influences,

bringing them into rapturous harmony with one another. Her diverse musical exposure is evident in her

influences; stemming from many of the legendary female voices of our time to the current legends to be.

Some of her influences include: Ella Fitzgerald, Heart, Aretha Franklin, Chaka Khan, Whitney Houston,

Mariah Carey, Madonna and Garbage. Most recently her versatility and energy has garnered her

comparisons to current cross-over phenoms No Doubt and vocal powerhouses Christina Aguilera and

Pink. Since appearing on MTV's "The Cut" and performing various local shows, the response for this new

young artist has been very passionate. Not only is the music production and quality of songs exceptional,
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but people are truly affected when she sings. Her CD is amazing, but nothing compares to seeing KITRA

perform live. The combination of her powerful, emotive vocals and strong, open and naturally charming

stage presence proves KITRA's talent is a force of beauty. Infusing KITRA's own eclectic style of R&B,

Rock, Hip-Hop, Dance and Soul, "Not Just Lucky", is a cross-cultural experience you won't want to miss.

Prepare yourself for the future of Entertainment.
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